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Design methodology for graphene tunable filters
at the sub-millimeter-wave frequencies
1. Introduction
Advances and promises in the development of the terahertz power sources over the last two decades [1]–[3], as well as 
emerging commercial applications, have led to the increased efforts in the development of circuits and systems for use at the sub-
millimeter wave (low-terahertz) frequencies. Components, including antennas [4]–[6], waveguides [6]–[8], filters [9], [10], 
diodes and transistors [11]–[13], and photonic devices [14]–[16], are being customized for use in this spectral region. Schottky 
diodes, used in mixers, multipliers, phase shifters, and detectors, have to be designed using approaches aimed at reducing the 
capacitances, in efforts to extend the frequencies of operation up to 1.5 THz [11]. Likewise, graphene-channel field-effect 
transistors are being developed, which can, with a careful design, help increase the cutoff frequencies to the terahertz range [12]. 
As the future broadband low-terahertz communications envision combined use of the optical and wireless technology [17], [18], 
it is of interest to develop mutually compatible devices and systems. Compact analog bandpass and bandstop filters are required 
as important basic building blocks of the high frequency systems [9], [19], [20]. Utilization of micromachining [7], [10], 
metamaterials [21], or new materials [5], [9], [14], is often needed to meet the design specifications. It is also highly desirable to 
reduce the circuit size by enabling the frequency-tunable or reconfigurable multiband operation of components. Although there 
are purely metallic sub-millimeter wave filters, the development of advanced tunable and reconfigurable solutions, such as the 
ones based on the utilization of novel materials [9], is highly important. Not only is the span of the available components 
broadened, but additionally, the theoretic basis for the utilization of similar concepts in a somewhat different setting is 
developed. Having that in mind, we have recently proposed and analyzed in detail graphene based tunable rectangular waveguide 
resonators [22]. Graphene has been proven as a very good material for sub-millimeter wave (low-terahertz) applications. In 
addition to the use in a design of frequency tunable circuits [5], [14], [16], [21]–[24], or other tunable properties [25], it exhibits 
excellent mechanical and structural properties, suitable for the design of flexible electronic circuits [25]–[27]. Theoretical 
expressions derived in [22], describing the influence of the variable surface conductivity on the electromagnetic (EM) field 
boundary conditions, could also be used to describe the future materials of possibly superior characteristics that are yet to be 
developed [21], [28], [29]. Here we consider the waveguide bandpass filters; however, the proposed methods, with 
modifications, could be easily applied to different structures, such as the surface integrated waveguide (SIW) or the planar 
printed circuits technology. Utilizing the resonators we proposed in [22], we suggest a design method relying on the detailed 
design space mapping, with a special emphasis on choosing the appropriate design parameters given the increased number of the 
degrees of freedom in a design. It is our main aim to define general procedures for
Fig. 1.  Structure and operating principle of the graphene tunable filters utilizing E-plane discontinuities. In our design, graphene stripes are located along the 
inner edges of the E-plane inserts, next to the resonators, except at the ends of the structure where no resonators are formed and metallic edges are preferred for 
the best stopband attenuation (top figure). Variable surface conductivity of graphene, controlled via the electrostatic bias voltage, causes changes of the EM field 
distribution along the insert edges, influencing impedances of the normalized dominant mode equivalent circuit (bottom left). Effects are similar to varying the 
effective lengths of resonators, which results in the tunability of filter center frequency (bottom right).
TABLE I
THE OBTAINED FILTER DIMENSIONS FOR THE FIFTH ORDER FILTER
  
STANDARD WR-2.2 WAVEGUIDE SECTION       QUARTZ THICKNESS
a (m) b (m) d (m)
559.0 279.5 35.0
WAVEGUIDE DISCONTINUITIES  (m, m)
(lM1, lG1) - outer (lM2, lG2) - second (lM3, lG3) - innermost
(30.0, 30.0) (120.0, 70.0) (170.0, 70.0)
WAVEGUIDE RESONATORS
lrez1 (m) lrez2 (m) lrez3 (m)
280.0 272.0 272.0
the design of this type of filters to meet the specifications with a small number of iterative adjustments.
The combined graphene-metal waveguide resonators, proposed in [22], exploit the possibility of attaining resonant frequency 
tunability by varying the surface conductivity of the graphene covered E-plane waveguide inserts. Dependence of the resonator 
properties on key design parameters, throughout the frequency range of interest (100 GHz–1100 GHz), has been studied in detail 
in [22]. The important issues to be addressed during a filter design include getting the most benefits out of the controllable 
material properties as well as adopting a systematic design approach to achieve the desired frequency tunability while meeting 
the planned filtering requirements in a relatively small number of steps. The design procedure is illustrated by a carbon based 
filter design example at 400 GHz. Apart from the already mentioned applications in emerging low-terahertz communications, as 
well as non-invasive imaging and spectroscopy, frequency range from 325 to 500 GHz is extensively used in radio astronomy. 
Due to the increased sensitivity requirements, the required instrumentation is often custom built. Tunable bandpass filters are of 
interest when one requires wideband operation in combination with increased sensitivity and high-speed processing [30], [31]. In 
hybrid and digital instrumentation, analog filters are used at reception to perform anti-aliasing.
Basic principle of operation of graphene tunable filters is illustrated in Fig. 1, where an example designed fifth order filter is 
drawn to scale and the corresponding frequency-tunable dominant mode equivalent circuit of a single resonator is shown. Ladder 
networks consisting of series and parallel reactances, as in the above equivalent circuit, are conveniently represented using the 
so-called K-inverters with the equivalent gain K, and the equivalent electrical length at ports, . The latter modifies the effective 
resonator length. In that way, the surface conductivity variation results in tunable dominant mode equivalent circuit reactances, 
which directly translates into the changes in the effective electrical lengths at ports connected to the resonators. Increase in the 
resonator electrical length results in its central frequency shift toward the lower frequencies and vice versa. The optimized filter 
dimensions for the filter shown in Fig. 1 are listed in Table 1. The obtained frequency response for a designed example is shown 
in Fig. 1, on the right. The influence of the tunable graphene surface conductivity to the boundary conditions in graphene 
covered discontinuity edges has been explained in detail in [22]. Enhanced graphene absorptance in the low-terahertz range, as a 
consequence of graphene layers being many times thinner than the skin depth of metals in this frequency range, has been 
demonstrated and theoretically explained in [32], [33], along with the analysis of transmittance, reflectance and the 
corresponding boundary conditions. High absorption ability of graphene is important for attaining tunability; on the other hand, it 
increases the insertion loss of the filter. Careful adjustment of parameters is required in order to meet the desired filtering 
response.
2. Influence of the graphene tunable surface conductivity on the E-plane waveguide discontinuities
The surface conductivity of graphene can be calculated using the Kubo formalism of statistical physics [34], [35]. In the 
millimeter and submillimeter wave frequency range, when spatial-dispersion effects are negligible, and also without the 




























In this case, surface conductivity results from the intraband contributions [36], [37], as opposed to the higher terahertz 
frequencies where the interband contributions are dominant and 
  
Fig. 2.  Complex surface conductivity of graphene presented as the (a) real part and (b) imaginary part. Inverse of the surface conductivity, , ggg j LRZ 
required to set the boundary conditions for numerical EM computations, consists of a constant resistive part, , and a reactance that depends linearly on gR
frequency, .gg ωLX 
the changes of surface conductivity with the applied bias field are more pronounced. Room temperature, , is assumed. K300T
Elementary charge, Boltzmann constant, and the reduced Planck constant are denoted as , , and , respectivelyeq Bk 
( , .) The chemical potential, ,  product, and carrier scattering rate, , are eV/K108.6173 -5B k Js101.0546 -34 c TkB 
typically expressed in electronvolts. In (1),  is converted to . It is chosen to correspond to the high-quality multiple- 1s
graphene-layer sheets [38], with the relaxation time of charge carriers , desirable for a considered type of 1)2(  ps3
waveguide resonators [22]. The Fermi velocity in graphene is . The angular frequency of the external electromagnetic field s
m6
F 10v
is denoted by ω. The changes of conductivity with , in the considered frequency range, are presented in Fig. 2. Unlike the cμ
predominantly real graphene conductivity below 100 GHz, which also exhibits small variation with frequency, in the low-
terahertz range it is inductive and adjustable by varying . The conductivity and shielding effects of graphene are modified by cμ
using the electrostatic bias field, Ebias, perpendicular to the graphene surface, which in addition to the chemical doping induces 
electrostatic doping, changing  [37]:cμ
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Bias field can be realized through very thin slits in the waveguide wall next to the E-plane inserts, where the high frequency EM 
field components vanish. Bias field results from the bias voltage across the capacitor formed by graphene layers on both sides of 
a thin dielectric. Such configuration avoids a metallic gating electrode [39], [40], which would mask the effects of graphene 
conductivity. The dielectric layer is taken here as a 100 nm thick . The described graphene stack is electrically very thin, 32OAl
thus the boundary conditions are assumed constant along its width and the effect of the very small slits used for biasing is 
considered negligible to the EM field distribution. To allow for the easier interpretation of results, surface conductivity is described 
in terms of the resulting chemical potential, rather than the applied bias voltage.
High-quality graphene layers can be obtained by using the mechanical exfoliation of graphite or growth on the epitaxial SiC. 
In contrast to some other graphene applications, such as high-frequency absorbers, where an excellent response has also been 
obtained in the case of CVD graphene regardless of the graphene grain size [41], [42], lower quality graphene might not be 
appropriate for the E-plane filter design. Namely, if the insertion loss were to increase, the filtering characteristics would 
deteriorate and the implementation of such filter could become impractical. To obtain the most accurate conductivity data, it is 
best to perform a detailed material characterization, since parameter values depend on manufacturing processes.
Various approaches have been reported in the literature for realizing tunable device properties. In [5], two modes of operation 
for the graphene patches were the low resistance mode (bias voltage applied), and the high resistance mode (no bias). By turning 
  
different combinations of patches in a MIMO array on and off, a reconfigurable antenna radiation pattern is obtained. Number of 
reconfiguration states, as well as the beamwidth, is controlled by increasing the number of array elements. In [25], graphene is 
used for its flexibility and robustness in combination with the PDMS pyramid dielectric layers in realization of tunable 
capacitance pressure sensor. In [14], the varying surface conductivity of graphene has been employed to modulate the 
transmission between nearly zero and unity over a broad range of carrier frequencies up to a few THz. In [32], [33], polarization 
sensitivity of the transmittance and reflectance of graphene layers is used in tuning the polarization state of the transmitted and 
reflected wave. It can be controlled via changes to the surface conductivity, number of graphene layers and/or angle of incidence. 
In [43], graphene has been used in combination with the epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterial, where ENZ material contributes 
to the almost perfect EM absorption in the graphene layers. Here, the changes in graphene surface conductivity modify the 
effective length of the resonators, causing a shift of the filter center frequency. The surface impedance of graphene, ,  ggg j LRZ 
obtained as the inverse of (1), can be expressed as



















The structure of the proposed carbon based filters is shown in the top part of Fig. 1. In case of the combined graphene-metal 
waveguide resonators, only the edges of each E-plane insert consist of graphene sheets, i.e. vertical stripes. The rest of the inserts 
in between these stripes consist of a thin layer metallization. Both graphene and metallization are assumed to be supported by 
fused silica quartz holders. It is a material highly compatible with graphene, and also an excellent choice for the millimeter and 
submillimeter wave structures due to the relatively low dielectric constant and a small loss tangent.
Reasonable adhesion of metallic thin films, copper (Cu) or gold (Au), on quartz, can be achieved upon the pre-plating with a 
strongly oxidized metal such as chromium or titanium in two-layer deposition process. The total length, , of an E-plane insert Tl
is represented as , with the edge parts of length  covered by graphene. Frequency tunability stems from the changes GMT 2lll  Gl
in boundary conditions at graphene stripes, as described in detail in [22].
As viewed from the angle of the normalized dominant mode equivalent circuit of the E-plane inserts [44], equivalent circuit 
reactances Xs and Xp become tunable as illustrated in the bottom left part of Fig. 1. As a consequence, the parameters of an 
equivalent impedance inverter (K-inverter) are affected. Primarily, the equivalent electrical length at ports due to the inserts, , 
becomes frequency tunable. As the equivalent circuit models of E-plane inserts exhibit nonlinear frequency dependence around 
the desired central frequency, and also due to the losses in graphene that are higher than in the purely metallic parts of the 
structure, accurate analysis mandates full-wave numerical electromagnetic computations of wave propagation. Also, equivalent 
circuit of a higher complexity could be used in the extraction of model parameters using the full-wave numerical EM 
computations or measurements. Here, the state-of-the-art commercial software package HFSS [45] is employed for the design 
space mapping and the subsequent filter design. Standard WR-2.2 waveguide section ( 559.0 m) is assumed in the ba 2 ba 2
examples. Consistently with the examples from [22], quartz support thickness, d, is determined so as to satisfy d /a =1/16. The 
quartz dielectric constant and loss tangent are  and , respectively. Skin effect in copper is modeled 78.3r  000228.0tan 
using the DC conductivity .MS/m58.0Cu 
The surface conductivity of graphene, which depends on frequency as well as on the chemical potential, is incorporated into 
the HFSS by modeling a graphene sheet as an Impedance Boundary Condition surface. Expressions (3) and (4) have been used. 
Please note, that the  ratio depends only on the quality of graphene being used in a particular study; therefore,  was the gg /RL gR
externally input design parameter and the surface reactance, , was modeled as , in order to obtain the gg ωLX  )egg /( qRfX  
design space maps such as those shown in Fig. 3. Frequency coefficient, , was input as a Design Dataset, where the )ef /( qfC  
values are tabulated versus frequency,  and  was input using the tabulated data, corresponding to the linearly changing , for gR cμ
the Parametric Sweep. The filter design procedures were mainly using the bordering values of  and ; several eV2.0μc eV0.1μc
other values of  were also used to check the filtering responses. For these analyses, both  and  were input using the cμ gR gX
HFSS/ Design Datasets option, for a predefined set of values.cμ
  
  
Fig. 3.  Influence of the chemical potential, , on the normalized dominant mode equivalent circuit parameters, Xs, Xp, K, and , of a graphene resonator, for a c
range of E-plane insert lengths. The length of the graphene stripes covering the edges of an E-plane insert is taken as 25% of the insert length, i.e., the parameter 
 is varied from 15 m to 53 m with the total length equal to . Results are shown for the 400 GHz frequency. (a) Reactances |Xs| and |Xp|. Material Gl GT 4ll 
losses are moderate: |Arg(Xs)| <1.69º, |Arg(Xp)| <2.75º. It can be seen that Xs and Xp are significantly modified by . For very low , material losses are the c c
highest; therefore, we use the  interval to tune the surface conductivity, while keeping the desired function of the E-plane inserts. (b) Impedance ]eV1.0eV,0.2[cμ 
inverter parameters, |K | and |  |. |Arg(K)| <1.89º, |Arg() –180º | <1.64º. For , parameter K (“gain”) predominantly depends on the insert ]eV1.0eV,0.2[cμ 
length. The equivalent electrical length at ports, , strongly depends on the material properties. Larger variation of  is observed for larger insert lengths.
Fig. 4.  Dependence of the impedance inverter parameters on the lengths of graphene and metallization for the combined graphene-metal E-plane inserts. Results 
are shown for the 400 GHz frequency, for the chemical potential (a) = 1.00 eV, (b) = 0.40 eV, (c) = 0.20 eV, (d) = 0.05 eV. Please note the differences c c c c
in scales corresponding to the electrical length at ports, , necessary to present the dynamic range in each of the four cases. In case that
= 0.05 eV, the K parameter almost entirely depends on the metallization length. In case that > 0.20 eV, each desired K value results in an  curve c c ),( GM ll
allowing for a choice of insert dimensions providing the required tunability, determined by the , while fulfilling the requirement on the value of K. While the K Gl
parameter for a given  point varies slightly with , without significantly affecting the desired quality of the filtering characteristic, there is a pronounced ),( GM ll c
variation of the  parameter with  that depends on the . These features of carbon based inserts are essential in the design of graphene filters.c Gl
  
Initial analyses of the design space parameters have been performed with an aim to assess the system behavior for various 
configurations and to narrow the parameter intervals of interest for further design. Analyses included various sets of resonator 
dimensions , covering the frequency range 325–500 GHz, and chemical potential range [0 eV, 1 eV], so as to model the ),( GM ll
changes of the material properties. For each of the considered design space points, the scattering parameters corresponding to the 
waveguide discontinuity have been computed using the HFSS. The equivalent circuit reactances, Xs and Xp , normalized with 
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The results of these initial analyses are represented by the data shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The shown data correspond to the 
400 GHz frequency, which is used in subsequent examples as the filter center frequency of the lowest band. Qualitative behavior 
of the carbon based E-plane inserts is similar at other frequencies. Figure 3 gives an insight into the influence of the chemical 
potential, , on the normalized dominant mode equivalent circuit parameters used in the filter design. For lossless filters, all c
four parameters are real. For the graphene filters, there are relatively small losses due to the dissipation in material, which can be 
treated as perturbation. Complex arguments are listed for the worst-case data points. Somewhat higher losses for 
 impede desired functioning of the inserts; thus, the  interval has been selected for resonant ]eV0.2eV,0.0[cμ  ]eV1.0eV,0.2[cμ 
frequency tuning in [22] and here. We observe that the parameter K predominantly depends on a length of an insert, whereas the 
equivalent electrical length at ports, , strongly depends on the material properties. Figure 4 shows the impedance inverter 
parameters for different combinations of  and , for four values of the chemical potential: , , Ml Gl eV00.1μc eV40.0μc
,  (Fig. 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), 4(d), respectively). Complex argument ranges are listed separately, in Table II. It is eV20.0μc eV05.0μc
seen that the losses for  are too high. Additionally, there is almost no connection between  and the K parameter, eV05.0μc Gl
which would result either in the very small values of  being used, or deterioration of filtering properties when  is altered. Gl cμ
We can see from Fig. 4, that it is optimal to choose such , which result in the sufficient change of electrical length, , to ),( GM ll
attain the required tunability and which also correspond to the K values obtained by the lowpass prototype design [46], [47].
TABLE II
FIGURES OF MERIT FOR THE LOSSES IN GRAPHENE (FOR THE FIG.4 DATA)
 (eV)c 1.00 0.40 0.20 0.05
| Arg (K) | 0.25–2.56 0.25–3.97 0.20–4.20 0.14–8.20
| Arg() –180º | 0.30–1.43 0.30–2.09 0.30–2.23 0.30–4.75
3. Design procedure for carbon based filters
The design method that we deem the most efficient in the design of this type of filters relies on the computation of impedance 
inverter parameters utilizing the modern computer aided engineering (CAE) tools and the subsequent optimization and tuning to 
achieve the best results. The entire procedure will be illustrated by a design of an example filter. The center frequency of the 
lowest band has to be set first, as the material losses are the highest for the low chemical potential, i.e., , and it is eV20.0μc
important to attain the adequate frequency response in this band. We set the lowest frequency of interest to f0 = 400 GHz. Next, 
we set the target tunability at larger than 5%, i.e., at least 20 GHz. Also, a fractional bandwidth of about 5% should be easily 
attainable; however, the insertion loss needs to be at a reasonable level and the stop-band attenuation sufficient. We start from a 
fifth order Chebyshev lowpass prototype and require a flat passband response with the allowed ripple level of 0.01 dB. In this case, 
the lumped element lowpass prototype values are equal to g0 = g6 = 1.0000, g1 = g5 = 0.7563, g2 = g4 = 1.3049, g3 = 1.5773. Due to 
the unavoidable losses with the carbon based filters, which are in tradeoff with the desired tunability, the obtained filter 
bandwidth is smaller than the one planned for lossless lowpass prototype. Therefore, the planned bandwidth should be taken 
wider than the desired one. In this case, the prototype bandwidth of 10%, BW = 0.10, shows quite sufficient. The normalized 


























The leftmost plot in Fig. 5 depicts the K values corresponding to the E-plane inserts at f0 = 400 GHz for . We need to eV20.0μc
choose the  dimensions for each of the six inserts in a fifth order bandpass filter (N–1=5), so that the K values equal  of ),( GM ll ik
given inserts, namely , , . Please note, that the design space mapping was previously 456.061 kk 158.052 kk 109.043 kk
conducted for a wider range of dimensions , than that shown in Fig. 4, in order to cover all of the required  values. For ),( GM ll ik
the sufficient resolution in , either the aggressive design space mapping with small steps is done, or (which we ),( GM ll
recommend) a two-dimensional spline interpolation is used, based on computed data points. Similarly, the mapped K and  data 
is required for a range of frequencies of interest. For the maximal desired tunability between 2.5% and 12.5%, we need the data 
for the 410–450 GHz range, for . For example, Fig. 5 shows the K and  data at f0 = 400 GHz for , as well eV00.1μc eV20.0μc
as the  data at 425 GHz for .eV00.1μc
Fig. 5.  Carbon based filter design utilizes extensive data sets obtained by the design space mapping for a number of  pairs, at a number of frequencies ),( GM ll
f > f0 , for . The plot on the right shows an example of such data set for f = 425 GHz. The K and  data are also required for the center frequency of the eV0.1μc
lowest band, f0 , for the lowest value of the chemical potential to be used, , as shown in the leftmost and center plot, respectively. The geometrical loci eV2.0μc
of points in the data set shown on the left (red lines in all of the plots), where K equals ki-s of the lowpass prototype filter (please see Eq. (8)), coincide with the 
allowed pairs  and also correspond to a specific variation of parameter  with frequency. The latter can be alternatively represented as a dependence of ),( GM ll
frequency shift on the change in chemical potential; therefore, it is used to determine the right choice of , which can guarantee the desired maximal ),( GM ll
tunability range. It is not critical to initially consider the change of K with , as it varies mildly; however, it should be checked when  is obtained. If the eV0.1μc ),( GM ll
desired filter response and other requirements, such as the tunable range and acceptable loss, cannot be simultaneously met, filter order should be increased, or 
passband ripple requirement somewhat relaxed, and the procedure repeated with a new set of ki-s of the new lowpass prototype.
Fig. 6.  Estimating tunable range and fine tuning of the specified filter response. Correspondence between the change in the electrical length at ports of an 
impedance inverter, , and the guided wavelength, , is obtained based on the half-wave prototype method. It is given by (12) for the innermost resonator in )(λλ 0gg f
the symmetrical structure of an odd order filter. (a) The right hand side of (12) has a known frequency dependence, while the left hand side of (12) depends on 
the choice of . Several curves are shown for some of the  pairs belonging to the loci of points (red lines) determined using the Fig. 5 data. Crossing ),( GM ll ),( GM ll
points of these curves with the solid black line, which corresponds to the right hand side of (12), give tunable range estimates for each of the  pairs. The ),( GM ll
 pair is determined, that meets the specifications for maximal tunable range. (b) Due to the approximate nature of the half-wave prototype method, a full-),( GM ll
wave numerical optimization in HFSS is used to match the lowest value of  to exactly f0 = 400 GHz, as initially planned. We check that the maximal eV2.0μc
tunability equals or slightly exceeds the specified value, check on the achieved bandwidth and loss. If necessary, changes at the level of the lowpass prototype 
can be introduced to further improve the frequency response.
  
Previously prepared sets of the  data, like the ones shown, covering the 410–450 GHz range are utilized to determine the 
appropriate  values to meet the tunability requirement. The procedure to determine the geometrical parameters is the ),( GM ll
following. The required  values correspond to the red lines in Fig. 5 (leftmost plot). These lines are also transferred to the two ik
plots of the  parameter in Fig. 5, for  at 400 GHz and  at 425 GHz. These are the geometrical loci of points eV2.0μc eV0.1μc
 leading to the desired filtering response quality. For each point  on the red lines and each  value, there is a ),( GM ll ),( GM ll cμ
different and unique variation of  with frequency. Let us for a moment consider the innermost resonator of the fifth order filter. 
The equivalent electrical length at ports is equal for the two inserts adjacent to this resonator. If we denote this length as 3, 3< 0, 












The guided wavelength, g, is already calculated by the HFSS; it can be tabulated as an output and further used to determine the 
















The above normalized variation of g with frequency, which is used in setting the desired tunability, is shown in Fig. 6 (a) by a 
solid black line. The change in parameter , that follows the increase of the chemical potential from 0.2 eV to 1.0 eV, is also a 
function of . The physical lengths of resonators are fixed; therefore, the change in  is compensated for by the resonant ),( GM ll
frequency shift towards the higher frequencies. The acceptable filtering response can be preserved only for certain combinations 





























Please note that  and also that the denominator on the left hand side uses the  data. The )()( eV2.0,eV0.1, 0333 ff  eV0.1μc
left hand side of (12) has been determined as a function of frequency f, for various points  on the loci of points ),( GM ll
corresponding to . Several of these curves have been depicted in Fig. 6 (a), which can be used to estimate and 109.043 kk
determine the tunability range. Namely, the solution of (12), for a given , corresponds to the crossing point of a given line ),( GM ll
with the black  line. The half-wave prototype method, particularly when the loss is non-negligible, is much less )(λλ 0gg f
accurate than the full-wave computations. The tunability obtained by solving (12) is therefore considered an estimate. For our 
design example, the ,  combination of parameters was adopted, promising about 6.5% tunability and μm70Gl μm170Ml
matching the  requirement imposed for the two innermost inserts. Full-wave numerical electromagnetic modeling 109.043 kk
is subsequently used to check (i) the actual tunability range, as well as (ii) the insertion loss that should be expected from the 
medium-sized graphene stripes used in a fifth order low-ripple filter. With the  choice, the upper frequency estimate is set ),( GM ll
to  f = 426 GHz. We obtain an estimated , along with , . The next step is to μm04.2623rez l 51.1),( eV2.003  f 31.1),( eV0.13  f
determine 2, belonging to the loci of points  that provide  for the second and fifth insert. Subsequently, 1 ),( GM ll 158.052 kk
is determined on the  curve providing  (outermost inserts). Conditions resulting in a good filter design are ),( GM ll 456.061 kk







































We adopted , , , , resulting in estimated , . As the μm70G2l μm120M2l μm30G1l μm20M1l μm55.2612rez l μm12.2761rez l
outermost graphene stripes worsen the frequency response without contributing to the resonator lengths, these two stripes are 
omitted and  is adjusted to  to account for the overall shortening. An HFSS model showed a slight shift from the M1l μm30M1l
planned f0; therefore, the resonator lengths are fine tuned resulting in , , . The obtained μm2723rez l μm2722rez l μm2801rez l
filter characteristics are shown in Fig. 6 (b), denoted by . When the chemical potential is increased to , a shift eV2.0μc eV0.1μc
  
of the filter center frequency from 400.0 GHz to 423.2 GHz is observed, i.e., a tunability of 5.8% is achieved. This is somewhat 
lower than theoretically predicted. Further adjustment of this maximal tunability can be iteratively performed, if desired. Varying 
the chemical potential from  to , different frequency shifts are obtained, i.e., the continuous tunability. This eV2.0μc eV0.1μc
is illustrated by the data shown in Table III. The filtering responses for the eight  values given in Table III are also shown in eV2.0μc
the Fig. 1 (bottom right). Due to the changes in material surface conductivity, there is a very slight variation of the achieved 
fractional bandwidths, as can be seen from the data given in Table III. As for the second point of interest, the insertion loss for 
this fifth order filter is on the order of 5 dB. This is quite acceptable having in mind losses when single resonators are considered. 
This is also expected, since the electromagnetic field variations are more moderate for a row of inserts and resonators, than for a 
single resonator. The losses depend on the utilized amount of graphene; therefore, there is a trade-off with the required tunability 
range. Also, the losses are somewhat higher for the higher filter orders and better filtering responses. Thus, the proposed design 
procedure should be applied iteratively, including wider local region of the design space, in order to satisfy the imposed design 
specifications while keeping losses minimal. The proposed iterative adjustment of the low-pass prototype parameters and the 
physical structure of the filter could benefit from the circuit / full-wave co-simulation method, such as the one presented in [48]. 
It is particularly important to model the surface conductivity of graphene stripes using the impedance boundary conditions (same 
as in the HFSS), due to the almost negligible thickness of the graphene layers.
Finally, the design of asymmetrical E-plane inserts or even order filters, where the graphene stripe length of the central insert 
differs from the adjacent stripes belonging to the two inner resonators, is possible using the proposed method. It is necessary in 
such a case to compare a larger number of combinations of geometrical parameters and modify (12) to include two -s, each 
one corresponding to a different set of  pairs. Instead of a crossing point shown in Fig. 6 (a), there would be a curve ),( GM ll
describing optimal  pairs. ),( GM ll
TABLE III
THE CONTINUOUS TUNABILITY OBTAINED BY VARYING THE GRAPHENE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL IN THE RANGE ]eV1.0eV,0.2[cμ 
 (eV)c fc (GHz) FBW a (%) IL (dB)
0.20 400.0 5.500 5.23
0.25 403.1 5.375 5.43
0.30 405.9 5.250 5.49
0.40 410.4 5.250 5.56
0.50 414.1 5.125 5.49
0.65 417.6 5.125 5.22
0.80 420.6 5.125 4.97
1.00 423.2 5.125 4.57
 a  FBW  is calculated w.r.t.  f0 = 400 GHz in order to facilitate representation
     in GHz and mutual comparison of data
4. Conclusion
The design methodology for tunable sub-millimeter wave filters based on graphene has been proposed and explained in detail 
using an example of the fifth order filter. The analyzed filter design utilizes previously proposed graphene resonators, which 
have been thoroughly investigated for the frequency range 100 GHz–1100 GHz [22]. There is a trade-off between attaining the 
desired tunability for a single resonator and the insertion loss and quality factor [22]. Similar conclusion is drawn for the 
graphene filters, except that the problems are actually less pronounced in the filter design, due to the larger number of resonators 
that are combined to form a higher-order filter. Adjustment of the low-pass prototype parameters and the physical structure of the 
filter should be performed iteratively in order to achieve the most beneficial solution for the given specifications.
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